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Abstract: Due to the recent prevalence of IoT (Internet of Things) devices, stream data such as video data or sensor
data are collected and analyzed for real-time applications. The frequency of analysis (analysis frequency) is one of
the main factors to improve performances of some applications. For instance, the probability to identify a person in
real-time can increase by frequently analyzing images got from surveillance cameras. However, communication capacities between IoT devices and processing servers limit the numbers of data to be collected in real-time and suppress
analysis frequencies. To break this limitation, we propose an efficient data collection scheme with progressive quality
improvement approach. In our proposed scheme, each data source produces some data of those qualities are lower than
original data such as low resolution image data. Only the cases where higher quality data are needed for analyses, processing servers progressively collect them. Thus, our proposed scheme reduces average data amount of collection and
data collectors can collect a larger numbers of data in real-time. We measure the analysis frequency of our proposed
scheme in our developed simulator and confirm that our proposed scheme can improve the frequency.

1.

Introduction

Recently, various IoT devices such as cameras and weather
sensors connect to the Internet. These things are now attracting a lot of attention. These things generate stream data such
as video data or temperature data and act as stream data sources.
In most IoT applications, processing servers collect stream data
from these IoT devices continuously and analyze them in realtime. The frequency of analysis (analysis frequency) is one of
the main factors to improve performance of some applications.
For example, suppose the case where a processing server receives
video data continuously from surveillance cameras and analyzes
image data of each frame to identify recorded people. Number
of the people identified increases by frequently analyzing image
data, since they are moving and the probability to record them
in the video increases. Moreover, the probability to record the
person can increase by collecting video data from more surveillance cameras. Hence, the number of stream data sources to be
collected in real-time is also a factor to improve application performances.
A more frequent data analysis by processing servers causes a
larger data amount of collection. However, communication capacities between IoT devices and processing servers are limited.
Therefore, a more frequent data analysis causes a longer communication time in cases when stream data sources are stored
on buffers due to the network congestions. Thus, the processing delay of data (from the time of data generation to the time
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to finish analyzing the data) increases. In cases of insufficient capacities of communication buffers, a larger data amount of collection causes data loss since the collected data cannot be stored to
the buffers. To reduce the processing delay, many schemes have
been proposed ([5], [7], [8]). These schemes degrade qualities
of data, such as resolutions for image data, to reduce data to be
collected and achieve a shorter delay. Quality degradations result
in performance degradations of IoT applications. Applications
can improve their performance by reducing data to be collected
with a higher analysis frequency or a large number of stream data
sources.
In this paper, we propose an efficient data collection scheme
with progressive quality improvement approach. In our proposed
scheme, each stream data source produces some data of those
qualities are lower than original data such as low resolution image data. Only the cases where higher quality data are needed
for analyses, processing servers progressively collect them (additional explanation in subsection 1). Thus, our proposed scheme
reduces average data amount of collection and data collectors can
collect a larger numbers of data in real-time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce some work that are related to our proposed scheme.
In Section 3, we explain our assumed system environments. Our
proposed scheme is explained in Section 4, and evaluated in Section 5. Finally, we will conclude the paper in Section 6.

2.

Related Work

Various methods to faster analyze stream data have been proposed. A two layer system architecture for stream data analysis
is proposed in [1]. In the first layer, the system executes preanalyses to received data and determines whether proceed to main
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analysis executions in the second layer. The proposed system architecture can reduce processing loads since the system does not
execute redundant main processes. Though the method divides
processes, data are not divided into some parts.
A two-level indexing structure for data collection is proposed
in [3]. In this method, the data are first stored to the memory having tree structures in the first level and then each data segment
passes to the second level (storage) with their reference key tree.
It can faster for data collection due to each data segment can store
separately. Their method is different from our proposed approach
in the point that they reduce data loads in the processing computer
but we reduce processing delays for data analysis.
In [4], queuing models for processing stream data are analyzed
for improving the processing delays and a queuing method is proposed. In the method, received stream data are stored to the
buffer of processing computers. Processing computers use different buffers for each application. By considering queuing situations of other buffers, the method reduces the processing delays.
In our proposed method, we can adopt this method in processing computers. Our proposed method is different from this in
the point that we reduce processing delays by managing how to
process data.
In [6], A dynamic bitrate adaptation scheme is proposed. In
this proposed method, the approriate bitrate is selected by the
system. By selecting the bitrate, the buffer is occupied to hold
the bitrate and send to the processing computer. In the processing
computer, the data is divided into series of segments then send
to the requested users. This method is similar to our proposed
approach in case of dividing the data into smaller. So. in this
method we can adopt to use in the data sources. Some points
are different from our proposed approach is that their method can
auto adjust the bitrate according to the requested users. For example, if user use a smartphone requests for the bitrate in the server,
that user will receive the different bitrate that requested by using
a computer. In our proposed approach, the data quality will be
requested when it is required only.
An efficient CPU resource allocation scheme for stream data
analysis is proposed in [9]. By allocating CPU resources to each
data stream and processing received stream data in a single scheduled execution, the scheme can enable faster stream data analysis.
The approach of the scheme is effective CPU resource allocations
and is different from our approach. In our approach, stream data
analysis frequencies are improved by effective communications.
The method proposed in [10], can reduce the bandwidth consumption and the amount of transmitted data keeping the quality
of stream data and communication delays by compressing stream
data. Some points are similar with our proposed method is reducing the communication delays and small data transmissions.
One of the drawbacks of the method is that the data sources need
to compress the data before their transmissions and this causes
further delays.
In addition, some stream data analysis systems have been developed in ( [2], [11]). However, the quality of stream data is
fixed under these schemes. Our proposed approach in this paper
improves the quality progressively.
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Data Data
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Processing Computer
Stream Data
Sources
Data Sources

Fig. 1: Our assumed system architecture

3.

Assumed System
In this section, we explain our assumed system.

3.1 System Architecture
Figure 1 shows our assumed system architecture. An user designates processes for continuously generated data (stream data) to
a processing computer. The processing computer executes designated processes every data reception. Such a type of processes is
called stream processing. The processing computer gathers necessary data for processes and executes processes continuously.
The processing computer has a buffer for storing received data
and execute processes for the data.
Some IoT devices such as surveillance cameras continuously
get data about their observations such as video data and act as
stream data sources. They and the processing computer connect
to a computer network. In the cases that the network bandwidth
is stable, the Internet can be assumed to be the computer network.
The data sources and the processing computer can communicate
with each other via the computer network. In this assumption, the
data sources divide their generated stream data into smaller (we
called those divided data are lower data qualities) and then send
to the processing computer continuously. When the processing
computer requests data (this case we called higgher data quality)
to stream data sources, the requested data sources generate the
requested data to their own buffer temporarily and then return to
the processing computer sequentially. The processing computer
receives the requested data to its own buffer and performs processing. By processing the requested data, we called progressive
quality improvement.
3.2 Application Scenario
In this subsection, we introduce an application scenario.
Suppose an area in that some surveillance cameras are deployed and a processing computer gathers their recorded video
data. They connect to a designated computer network and communicate with each other similar to our assumed system architecture.
As an example application scenario, we assume a person reidentification system by a face recognition. For this, the application designates the process that notifies to the user when the processing computer identifies person’ face and determine whether
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the person is registered or not in the video data got from surveillance cameras. To detect faces, the user submits the face images
of registered persons to the processing computer beforehand. The
processing computer continuously analyzes image data got from
surveillance cameras and identifies faces in received image data.
When the processing computer finds faces in an image data, it
checks whether the found faces are those of registered person or
not. If the processing computer detects the faces that are not registered, it sends a notification to the user by e-mail or other messaging services.
3.3 Research Objective
In the scenario introduced in Subsection 3.2, the application
performance is the probability to identify the person by face
recognition. This can increase by frequently analyzing image
data, since they are moving and the probability to record them
in the video increases. Moreover, the probability to record person
increase by collecting video data from more surveillance cameras.
However, communication capacities between stream data
sources and the processing server are limited. Therefore, a more
frequent data analysis and also a larger number of data sources
cause a longer communication time. Longer communication time
lengthens the delay from the time of data generation to the time
to finish analyzing the data.
Therefore, our research objective is reducing the delay keeping
the application performance.
3.4 Mathematical Definition
In this subsection, we explain a mathematical model for our
assumed system. Suppose that the system has N stream data
sources. These stream data sources cyclically send their observed
data every Cn (n = 1, · · · , N ) unit times. Let Dn,a (t) denote
the whole stream data at tth cycle. Whole stream data mean original stream data without dividing them into some qualities. The
system can divide Dn,a (t) into Q data Dn,q (t) which is q th
quality data of Dn,a (t). The data amount of Dn,q (t) is denoted
by Sn,q (t). GTn,q (t) denotes the genration time of Dn,q (t) and
Pn,q (t) denotes the time required to process it. STn,q (t) is the
time to start processing Dn,q (t) and F Tn,q (t) is the time to finish
processing it. Here, F Tn,q (t) = STn,q (t) + Pn,q (t). Processing
delays Delayn,q (t) are from GTn,q (t) to F Tn,q (t) and given by
the following equation:
Delayn,q (t) = F Tn,q (t) − GTn,q (t)

(1)

In cases that the processing computer completes analyses, total
processing delays for finishing analyses Delayn (t) is given by
the following equation:
Delayn (t) = F Tn,Q (t) − GTn,1 (t)

(2)

The average processing delay for the data source n is:
T
1 X
Delayn (t)
T t=1

(3)

Where T is the final cycle. The objective is maximizing the number of data sources to process, which corresponds to minimizing

Equation 3.
We give the probability for processes to proceed to the next
level P P robn,p (t) (p = 1, · · · , Q − 1). For example, the probability to request D1,2 (1) when the processing server finishes processing D1,1 (1) is P P rob1,1 (1).

4.

Proposed Method
In this section, we explain our proposed method.

4.1 Basic Idea
Generally, data have some qualities. Data analyses can be applied for each quality and data with the highest quality often give
the best performance for analyses. For example, one of qualities
for image data is resolution. Image data with 640x480 pixel sizes
have a higher quality than image data with 320x240 pixel sizes.
Image analyses to find faces can be applied for various pixel sizes
while a higher resolution image data generally gives a higher accuracy. By finally analyzing data with the highest quality, applications can achieve the same performance. By using the progressive JPEG encoding, the image can be decoded at low quality
when the smaller bytes are available. The image can be decoded
at high quality when more bytes are available in addition to the
bytes for the low quality image. When processing computers analyze data sequentially in the order of quality from the lowest
to the highest, they can stop data analyses when the subsequent
analyses for higher quality data are meaningless. For example,
same as the example in the introduction section, suppose the case
that a processing computer analyzes video data to detect faces.
The processing computer first receives the lowest quality image
data of a frame and analyzes the difference from the previous
frame. In case that the difference are small, the processing computer skips the analyses of higher quality image data since new
humans do not appear in the frame because of small difference.
In such cases, the processing computer do not need to receive
higher quality data when subsequent analyses are meaningless.
Therefore, by analyzing data in the order of data quality and stop
analyses when subsequent analyses are meaningless, processing
computer can skip the receptions of higher quality data.
In cases that the probability to proceed to higher quality data
analyses is small, the total amount of received data is reduced,
compared with the case that all quality data are received. Generally, the amount of a lower quality data is smaller. Therefore,
the data amount to be received is reduced when the probability is
small compared with the processing computer receives the highest quality data without consideration of data qualities. Thus,
communication delays are reduced keeping the application performance. We call this approach progressive quality improvement
approach.
4.2 Data Stream Processing
In this subsection, we explain the processes of data collection
in the conventional approach and our proposed approach. In this
example, the data sources are two cameras.
We first explain data streams processing under the conventional approach. Camera 1 sends its recorded video data to the
processing computer. It sends each image data for a frame ev-
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Fig. 2: Stream data collection of an conventional approach and of
our proposed approach
ery getting it. In the Figure 2, the t th frame data is shown
by D1,a (t) (t = 1, · · · , T ). For example, when the frame rate
is 10Hz, Camera 1 sends a frame data every 0.1 sec. Hence,
GT (D1,a (t + 1)) = GT (D1,a (t) + 0.1). In addition, Camera 2 sends its recorded video data to the processing computer.
In this example, the frame rate for Camera 2 is the same as that
for Camera 1, but the time to start sending the video data differs. After Camera 1 sends D1,a (t), Camera 2 sends D2,a (t).
While both Camera 1 and Camera 2 send data, the input communication bandwidth for the processing computer is divided into
them. Therefore, the communication speed of Camera 1 decreases as shown in the Figure 2. After Camera 1 finishes sending
D1,a (t), the input communication bandwidth is dedicated for the
communication with Camera 2 and the communication speed of
Camera 2 increases as shown in the Figure 2. When the processing computer finishes receiving D1,a (t), it starts processing
D1,a (t). While processing D1,a (t), the processing computer finishes receiving D2,a (t). Since the processing computer processes
D1,a (t) at this time, it remains the received D2,a (t) to its communication buffer and starts processing it after finishing processing D1,a (t). Similarly, while processing D2,a (t), the processing
computer finishes receiving D1,a (t + 1). The processing computer starts processing it after finishing processing D2,a (t). The
processing delay for D1,a (t + 1) in this case is shown in the Figure 2. This is the time from the start of sending D1,a (t + 1) to
the finish of processing D1,a (t + 1).
Next, we explain data streams processing under our proposed
approach. Similar to the example for the conventional method,
Cameras 1 and 2 send their recorded image data to the processing computer cyclically. Different from the conventional method,
the image data is divided into 2 levels. For example, the data
for the first level is the lowest quality image data and the data
for the second level improves the quality of the data. We assume that the data for the second level only includes the difference data from the first level and that the amount of the data for
each level is the same. To make the example simple, we assume
that the data amount of each level are just half of the data amount
of D1,a (t) (t = 1, · · · , T ). Therefore, the time needed to send
Dn,q (t) (n = 1, 2, q = 1, 2) is the half of the time needed to send
Dn,a (t). Therefore, the communication of D1,1 (t) do not overlap that of D2,1 (t) though the communication of D1,a (t) over-

Send Dn,1(t)
to the processing
computer

Send Dn,q(t)
to the processing
computer

Fig. 3: Data sources generation

laps that of D2,a (t). The processing computer does not request
the second level data in the first cycle. An example of the reason
not to request the second level data is that the difference of the image data from the previous image data is not so large. In the t + 1
th cycle, the processing computer starts processing D1,1 (t + 1)
after finishing receiving it. After processing D1,1 (t + 1), the processing computer requests the second level data. An example of
the reason to request the second level data is that the difference
of the image data from the previous image data is large. When
Camera 1 receives the request for D1,2 (t + 1), it starts sending
D1,2 (t + 1). To make the example simple, the processing computer does not request the second level data of D2,1 (t + 1) in
this case. After receiving D1,2 (t + 1), the processing computer
processes it and finish the data analysis of D1 (t + 1). The processing delay for D1 (t + 1) in this case is shown in the Figure
2. This is the time from the start of sending D1,1 (t + 1) to the
finish of processing D1,2 (t + 1). The D1,2 (t + 1) includes only
the data different from D1,1 (t + 1). By combining D1,1 (t + 1)
and D1,2 (t + 1), we can get the higher data quality.
In this case, the processing delay under our approach is shorter
than that under the conventional approach since the processing
time for D2 (t) is reduced.
4.3 Our Proposed Method
In this subsection, we explain the algorithms for our proposed
approach.
4.3.1 Algorithm for Data Sources
Figure 3 shows the flow chart of data sources. When the t th cycle starts, each data source n gets Dn,a (t) from their sensors and
stores it to their storages temporary. First, they generate Dn,1 (t)
from Dn,a (t) and send Dn,1 (t) to the processing computer.
When the data source n receives the request of Dn,q (t), it generates Dn,q (t) from stored Dn,a (t) and sends Dn,q (t) to the processing computer.
4.3.2 Algorithm for Processing Computer
Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the processing computer.
When the processing computer receives Dn,q (t), it processes
Dn,q (t). When q = Q and Dn,q (t) is the final quality data,
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Table 1: Parameter values
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Fig. 4: Data processing in the processing computer
the process of t th cycle finishes. Otherwise, the processing computer judges the necessity of Dn,q+1 (t). In case that Dn,q+1 (t)
is needed for the process execution, the processing computer requets Dn,q (t) to the data source n.
4.3.3 How to Divide Data
In our proposed method, each stream data is divided into some
qualities. We suppose two approaches to divide data.
The first one is the cases that a higher quality data can be constructed by combining some data. For example, image data with
640x480 pixel sizes can be constructed by 4 image data with
320x240 pixel sizes. In this case, the data amount of the q th
quality data of the stream data n at the t th cycle is given by:
q
X

Sn,i (t) + αn,i (t)

(4)

i=1

Here, αn,i (t) is an overhead caused by combining data.
The second one is the cases that a higher quality data is constructed separately. For example, it is difficult to fully decode
image data with 640x480 pixel sizes by combining compressed
4 image data with 320x240 pixel sizes. In this case, the data
amount of the q th quality data of the stream data n at the t th
cycle is given by Sn,q (t).
The application of the stream processing system selects appropriate method to divide data.

5.
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In this section, we show evaluation results of our proposed
method by using our developed simulator.
5.1 Evaluation Setup
In this evaluation, we assume the application explained in Subsection 3.2 and use the parameters shown in Table 1. Input Bandwidth is the input communication bandwidth for the processing
computer. When the processing computer communicates with
some data sources, the input bandwidth is fairly shared among
data sources. Output Bandwidth is the output communication
bandwidth of each data source. Total data amount is the data
amount of Dn,a (t) (n = 1, · · · , N , t = 1, · · · , T ). To make
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Fig. 5: Processing delays of each process
the evaluation results easily understandable, we set the same data
amount for all data items. We use the first method explained
in the section 4.3.3 to divide data into some qualities and set
αn,q (t) = 0. Processing Time Ratio is the ratio to define the
processing time. The value is Pn,a /Sn,a . We set these parameters considering practical situations.
We use the same values for P P robn,p (t) (p = 1, · · · , Q − 1).
For this, we set the final probability F P rob for processes to proceed to the final level. P P robn,p (t) = F P rob1/N .
We simulate the stream processing system for 60 seconds and
get the processing delays.
5.2 Processing Delays
The objective of our proposed method is reducing average processing delays. Before taking average values of processing delays, we first check processing delays for each process.
Figure 5 shows the evaluation result. The horizontal axis is
process IDs. Process IDs are given to the processes that continues to the final level. Process IDs are given separately to each
data source. Thus, all processing delays shown in the figure are
values of Delayn (t). The vertical axis is processing delays for
each process. We show the processing delays for the cases that
the number of the streams is 8, 9, and 10. In this evaluation, the
intervals of data streams are the same and are 100 [msec.] We set
the final probability to 0.7 and the number of the levels is 2 as just
an example.
The processing delays for the case of 8 streams increases in
small process Ids (approx. until 10th ID). After that the processing delays saturate and are almost constant. The system can continue to process stream data sent from data sources. The processing delays for the case of 9 streams tend to a little longer than
that of 8 streams, but saturate similar to the case of 8 streams.
However, in the case of 10 streams, the processing delays tend
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5.3 Influence of Number of Streams
The data amount that the processing computer receives increases as the number of streams increases. Thus, the average
processing time is influenced by the number of streams. We investigate the influence.
Figure 6 shows the result of the average processing delays
changing the number of streams. The herizontal axis is the number of streams and the vertical axis is the average processing
delays. We simulate the processing delays under different final
probabilities, the final probability is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0. No
Level (represents the case of conventional approach). The intervals for all data streams are the same and is 0.1 [msec.] The
number of qualities under our proposed method is 2.
A larger final probability values causes a longer delay since
the processing computer finishes processing before receiving the
next stream data to process is large and the stream data stored
in the buffer of the processing computer increases. The average
processing delays under the conventional method increases proportionally as the number of streams increases for the cases where
the number of streams is less than 8, because the data amount that
the processing computer receives increases proportionally. For
the cases where the number of streams is larger than 8, the average processing delays increase sharply. This is the processing
delays increase as the time proceeds as shown in the case of 10
streams in Figure 5 and the system fails to process stream data
continuously. We can see similar phenomena for the cases of our
proposed method. However, the maximum number of streams
that the system works is larger compared with the conventional
method. For example, in the case where the final probability
is 0.5, the average processing delay sharply increases when the
number of streams is 10. Therefore, the processing computer
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that the processing computer finish processing before receiving
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case. Therefore, the user of the system should set the number of
the streams less than 10 under keeping other parameters.
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can collect data from more data sources by using our proposed
method compared with the conventional method.
The average processing delays in the cases of the maximum
number of streams just before the system fails under our proposed method are longer than that under the conventional method
because the processing computer receives a higher quality data
after requesting it to data sources in our proposed method. For
example, in the case where the final probability is 0.5, the average processing delay is 106 [msec.] of 9 streams under our
proposed method though it is 58 [msec.] of 8 streams under the
conventional method. This is a demerit of our proposed method.
5.4 Influence of Intervals
The processing computer frequently receives data as the interval shortens and the average processing time increases. Therefore, we investigate the influence of the intervals.
The result of the evaluation is shown in Figure 7. The herizontal axis is the interval values and the average of processing delays
is in the vertical axis. In this evaluation, the number of streams is
8. For our proposed method, the number of levels is 2.
Similar to the previous evaluation result, the system fails when
the interval is excessively short and the average processing time
sharply increases. In the conventional method, the average processing delays are almost constant when the interval is larger than
0.1 [msec.]. This is the processing delays sharply increase in the
cases where the processing computer receives the next data during processing in the conventional method. In of our proposed
method, the shortest interval that the system works is shorter compared with the conventional method. For example, in the cases
where the final probability is 0.5, the average processing delay
sharply increases when the interval is 0.08. Therefore, the processing computer can collect data with a shorter interval by using
our proposed method compared with the conventional method.
5.5 Influence of Number of Levels
The number of levels influences the average processing time.
We investigate the influence.
In the Figure 8, shows the average processing delays under different number of the levels. The horizontal axis is the number
of levels and the vertical axis is average processing delays. The
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intervals value is 0.1 [msec.] and the number of streams is 8.
The average processing delay for the case that the number of
levels is 1 represents the average processing delay under the conventional method. The results otherwise are that under our proposed method. When the number of levels is small, the average
processing delays increase as the number of levels increases except for the case that the final probability is 0.1. When the number of level is large, the average processing delays decease as
the number of levels increases. This is the processing computer
should wait for the reception of the requested data and the processing delay increases when the number of levels is small. However, when the number of levels is large, the processing computer
can avoid redundant reception of data and the processing delay
decreases. The effectiveness of the reduction of the processing
delay is large when the number of levels is large. Accordingly, the
average processing delays increase under small number of levels
and decrease under large number of levels.
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Conclusion

The analysis frequency is one of the main factors to improve
performances of some IoT applications. To improve the analysis frequency, we propose an efficient data collection scheme. In
our proposed scheme, only the cases where higher quality data
are needed for analyses, processing computers progressively collect them. Our simulation evaluation revealed that our proposed
scheme can reduce the communication delay while keeping the
application performances.
In the future, we plan to propose a scheme for the situation
there are some processing computers. In additon, we will consider parallel processing of collected data.
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